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This program is dedicated to the Class of 1996 
and 
to the students who have earned scholastic and activity honors. 
Presiding-George S. Tomecki '96, Class President 
Organ Prelude .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Daniel K. Hobbs '96, organist 
Fugue on the Theme of the Carillon of the Cathedral at Soissons ...... . . . .  Maurice Durufle 
(1902-1986) 
Processional. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ David M. Gehrenbeck, organist 
Professor of Music 
March in B-flat on the Theme of the Carillon at the Chapel at Aisne .......... .Louis Vierne 
(1870-1937) 
Invocation .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................. Gwendolyn M. Alexander '96 
Phi Kappa Phi Recognition ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................................. Donna L. Hartweg 
Professor of Nursing and Director of the School of Nursing 
Recognition of Student Honors ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Roger H. Schnaitter 
Associate Provost 
Presentation of Previous Honorees for Teaching Excellence ............. President Minor Myers, jr. 
Presentation of Speaker ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  President Minor Myers, jr. 
"As if the language suddenly, with ease" ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  KathIe en B. O'Gorman 
Associate Professor of English 
Presentation of the 1996 DuPont Award for Teaching Excellence . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Robalee M. Deike 
Human Resources Manager 
DuPont Ag Products-EI Paso 
Announcement of 1997 Honoree for Teaching Excellence .................................. Janet M. McNew 
Provost and Dean of Faculty 
Alma Wesleyana ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... ... . .............. NATIONAL HYMN 
From hearts aflame, our love we pledge to thee, 
Where' er we wander, over land or sea; 
T hrough time unending loyal we will be­
True to our Alma Mater, Wesleyan. 
George William Warren 
(1828-1902) 
When college days are fully past and gone, 
While life endures, from twilight dream till dawn, 
Grandly thy soul shall with us linger on­
Star-crowned, our Alma Mater, Wesleyan! 
-Professor W. E. Schultz 
(1887-1964) 
Benediction .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................... Jeremy C. Bozarth '96 
Recessional/Postlude ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  David M. Gehrenbeck, organist 
Ave maris stella IV: Amen .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Marcel Dupre 
(1886-1971) 
(Audience will remain standing in place until completion of processional.) 
Kathleen 0' Gorman 
Associate Professor of English 
When Kathleen O'Gorman thinks about outstanding 
teachers, she recalls faculty at Marywood College in her 
hometown of Scranton, Pennsylvania, where she earned 
undergraduate and graduate degrees in English. 
"My teachers at Marywood," said O'Gorman, an 
Illinois Wesleyan University associate professor of 
English, "made teaching look like fun. They had a pas­
sion for their work." 
Over the last decade, O'Gorman has shared with IWU 
students a similar passion for the adventure of teaching 
fiction, poetry, and drama. 
Consequently, IWU today is bestowing on her its 1996 
DuPont Award for Teaching Excellence, the university's highest teaching honor. 
O'Gorman's love of language was sparked, in part, by her father, who enjoyed memorizing and reciting 
poetry. "He loved poetry-it was in his blood," O'Gorman said of her father. "And, it's in my blood, too." 
However, it was a front-porch talk between mother and daughter, the summer following O'Gorman's 
graduation from college, that steered her toward a career teaching English at the university level. 
"I grew up in a family with six sisters and a brother," O'Gorman said, "and Marywood was a female 
institution. The female culture has influenced many of my choices in important ways." 
Many of O'Gorman's literary heroes are female-writers like Virginia Woolf and Marguerite Duras-but 
she also has been inspired by male authors like Nobel Laureate Samuel Beckett and James Joyce. 
"In different ways," O'Gorman said of these writers, "they all push the boundaries of what language 
can do, drawing attention to its limitations. T hese writers, on the one hand, demonstrate the beauties of 
language, so that it works like a siren song, and, at the same time, they show the limits of language." 
O'Gorman received a bachelor of arts degree in 1973 and a master's degree in 1975-both in English­
from Marywood. She received a doctorate in English from the University of Notre Dame in 1981. Her dis­
sertation topic was on 20th-century British poet Charles Tomlinson. O'Gorman edited a collection of essays 
on his work, "Charles Tomlinson: Man and Artist," published in 1988 by the University of Missouri Press. 
She is working on a book about Irish writer Samuel Beckett, "Hers Presumably:" Mediations of Desire in 
Samuel Beckett's Dramas of Women. 
O'Gorman served as a full-time academic advisor to Notre Dame freshmen from 1981-84 and spent a 
semester in 1984 with Notre Dame's London-based program. She was a visiting assistant professor at 
Notre Dame for 18 months before joining the IWU faculty, where she teaches 20th-century British and Irish 
literature, experimental literature, avante garde fiction, and drama. 
Students, according to O'Gorman, should study English-and other fields of intellectual inquiry-to 
learn to appreciate, as well as to call into question, the many different kinds of constructs we use to define 
our world. 
"Students should study English," she said, "so they won't be victims of every bumper sticker or slogan 
that comes a long. By studying English, students can develop a healthy suspicion of language and how 
language can be used to manipulate them, as well as appreciate its beauty, its seductions." 
PHI KAPPA PHI 
National scholastic honorary 
for juniors and seniors 
1996 Initiates 
Karen M. Anderson '97 
Ryan D. Anderson '97 
Rebekah K. Askeland '98 
Jason C. Beland '96 
Treva S. Bogaerts '97 
Sandy M. Burdett '97 
Lon R. Erickson '97 
T homas L. Feely '97 
Gregory M. Gallagher '96 
Rachel L. Gulling '97 
Sean R. Hantak '98 
Chad A. Harswick '97 
Emily G. Hornickel'96 
Diana Imaka '96 
Kirsten M. Keeley '97 
Tonya L. Khoury '96 
Amy A. Lindahl '98 
Natasha L. Mattingly '96 
Shannon K. McManimon '98 
Laura K. McRoberts '96 
Darshan H. Mehta '98 
Ryan J. Meiners '97 
Rebecca A. Meyers '96 
Melanie A. Moore '96 
Kimberly A. Nelson '96 
Jeffrey E. Nowak '96 
Tanya M. Petka '98 
Caroline M. Pyevich '98 
Julie A. Randazzo '97 
Charles David Rudd '96 
Erika M. Stahl '97 
Tina M. Starkey '97 
Melissa A. Stecher '97 
Scott J. Stevens '96 
Maisa C. Taha '97 
Julie L. Usner '97 
Stacey L. Vertrees '97 
Meta M. Voelker '97 
Michael A. Votava '97 
Ryan F. Williamson '98 
Shannon M. Winter '96 
Kimberley M. I. Wirsing '98 
PHI KAPPA PHI 
HONOREES 
FOR 4.0 GPA 
Class of '99 
Kristen S. Barrett '99 
Heather L. Benoit '99 
Marcus E. Cabay '99 
Jaynanne C. Calaway '99 
Sabrina S. Chapadjiev '99 
Stacy M. Cornelius '99 
Mary E. Eastin '99 
Brian A. Emm '99 
Tamima A. Farooqui '99 
Erika L. Feiner '99 
Bahati A. Fernandez '99 
Kathryn S. Funk '99 
LeAnn L. Genzel '99 
Abigail J. Godin '99 
Taryn L. Hettlinger '99 
Ryan P. Hornbeck '99 
Tracy J. Hurdle '99 
Phillip J. Klacko '99 
Heather L. Kolopanis '99 
Marguerite A. Lamb '99 
Lisa A. Leali '99 
Daniel J. Maigler '99 
Jean E. Malvik '99 
David A. Martel '99 
Charlotte R. Meier '99 
Anne B. Misner '99 
Rebecca S. Murphy '99 
Amy E. Nagis '99 
Benjamin J. Nelson '99 
Richard P. Niebrugge '99 
Heidi B. Richardson '99 
James W. Rinne '99 
Andrew B. Ritger '99 
Cathleen M. Ruiz '99 
Matthew B. Scales '99 
Laura M. Schmitt '99 
Andrea J. Schripsema '99 
Valerie L. Schroeder '99 
Ethan D. Schrum '99 
Natalie J. Sefton '99 
Curtis L. Settlemoir '99 
Erik A. Sgariglia '99 
Steven R. Shadwick '99 
Cody R. Smith '99 
Rachel L. Smith '99 
Jason G. Spoor '99 
Justin B. Taylor '99 
Christy A. Tucker '99 
Walter P. Wadiak '99 
Michael C. Wandell '99 
Carrie R. West '99 
Ryan D. Widmayer '99 
Jill E. Wilkinson '99 
Class of '98 
Melissa K. Arms '98 
Mark A. Bobofchak '98 
Jason A. Krebs '98 
Stephanie A. Kunzer '98 
Katie J. Larsen '98 
Brian G. Litland '98 
Joanna C. McCall '98 
Shannen R. Root '98 
Alan W. Shindel '98 
Maria B. Steiner '98 
Class of '97 
Karen M. Anderson '97 
Sean R. Hantak '98 
Chad A. Harswick '97 
Avani N. Khandhar '98 
Amy A. Lindahl '98 
Darshan H. Mehta '98 
Tanya M. Petka '98 
Caroline M. Pyevich '98 
Erika M. Stahl '97 
Michael A. Votava '97 
Ryan F. Williamson '98 
Kimberley M. I. Wirsing '98 
Class of '96 
Gwendolyn M. Alexander '96 
Ryan D. Anderson '97 
Jeremy C. Bozarth '96 
Laura M. Chik '96 
Pamela J. Drexler '96 
Carolyn M. Frus '96 
Jennifer L. Heskett '97 
Diana Imaka '96 
Kirsten M. Keeley '97 
Charles David Rudd '96 
Meta M. Voelker '97 
Heather P. Williams '96 
HONORS IN THE Louis L. Clemons (1940) The Edward Heveran '60 
SCHOOLS OF Scholarship Scholarship Fund 
FINE ARTS Michael A. Hrzic '97 Steven F. Krull '98 
Music-Honor Recitalists Oscar Mandel Cohn Hultquist Family Scholarship 
Christopher B. Frey '96 Scholarship Garrett C. Larkin '97 
Daniel K. Hobbs '96 Thaddeus R. Hoening '97 Dr. and Mrs. Charles W .  
Jason R. Landes '96 John Bruner Colwell Kieser Scholarship 
Harunosuke Morinaga '96 Scholarship Troy S. Wildes '98 
Sarah A. P. Testa '96 Julie A. Burger '97 Minority Alumni 
Theatre Arts-Performance Dean's Award For Network Award ' 
Timothy J. Cimfel '96 Outstanding Bahati A. Fernandez '99 
Christopher M. Novak '96 Minority Student Henry R. Moore '97 
Theatre Arts-Production Antwane T. Cowen '96 Carla J. Nicholas '96 
Matthew G. Ditzler '96 John Ficca Scholarship Wellesley E. Scott III '98 
Brendan J. Komala '96 Gregg A. Bush '97 William and Joyce Murray 
Leigh K. Kuyper '96 Stephanie M. Stecker '97 Scholarship Fund 
Outstanding Senior in Dr. Robert E. and Florence Tyler A. Sager '97 
Theatre Arts Field Scholarship Fund National United 
Christopher M. Novak '96 Laura M. Chik '96 Methodist Scholarships 
Music Theatre Thomas L. Feely '97 Melissa K. Arms '98 
Andrew S. Battles '96 Chad A. Harswick '97 Karen J. Conrad '97 
Mara E. Hesed '96 Toya L. Khoury 96 Shelly K. Mullen '97 
Rachael L. Warren '96 Richard M. and Kari A. Oetzel '97 
Outstanding Senior in Mary Kilgore Finfgeld 
Wendy L. Wallace '97 
Music Theatre Scholarship Fund Gene and Marilyn Nuziard 
Rachael L. Warren '96 Stacey L. Lundeen '98 Scholarship 
First National Bank Michelle R. Halbardier '96 
NAMED 
Scholarship in honor of Pershing and Marjorie 
Walter (Bud) Lohman Podach Scholarship Fund 
SCHOLARSHIPS Cody R. Smith '99 Brandi R. Mann '97 
AND AWARD Dr. Seymour and Edward B. Rust Fellow 
RECIPIENTS Diane L. (Hamman) Galina, Sarah B. Shive '97 Class of 1954, Scholarship Russell O. and Betty Shirk Leon M. Abbott Kimberley M. I. Wirsing '98 Scholarship Fund Scottish Rite Boyd F. Goldsworthy Karen M. Anderson '97 Scholarship 
Wendy L. Wallace '97 Memorial Scholarship Andrew W. Boyden '98 For Pre-Law Students Bryan J. Crabtree '97 
Alpha Lambda Delta Stephanie L. Smith '97 Jason R. Dennis '99 
National Book Award 
Barry M. Goldwater LeAnn L. Genzel '99 Pamela J. Drexler '96 
Scholarship Anthony D. Gray '98 
Bergamot Scholarship Kurt E. Galbreath '97 Holly E. Gutierrez '99 
Ethan C. Schleeter '98 
Craig C. Hart 
Deon Hornsby '97 
Elizabeth McClure Nathan J. Hubbard '99 Scholarship Fund Marguerite A. Lamb '99 Bicket Scholarship Mellisa J. Mangers '97 J enna B. Meyer '98 Laura A. Kesselring '97 
Elizabeth 1. Michelet '97 
Jennifer A. Moyer '97 
John D. Munch '98 
Brent G. Niebrugge '98 
Brian L. Rincker '99 
Sara B. Runyon '98 
William J. Schaub '99 
Jennifer L. Thurow '97 
The Central Illinois Chapter 
of The National Society of 
Arts & Letters 
Martin E. Catania '97 
The Siragusa 
Foundation Scholarships 
Andrew M. Busch '98 
Jennifer L. Gruel '99 
Troy Family Memorial 
Scholarship Fund 
Rebecca A. Frobish '98 
Edythe E. Wallace 
Scholarship 
Amanda R. Moreau '97 
Mark T. Raistrick '97 
Arline Wills Ward 
Scholarship 
Rebecca A. Bogar '97 
Illinois Scottish Rite 
Louis L. Williams 
Scholarship 
Milan E. Folkers III '98 
MUSIC 
Amateur Musical Club 
Scholarship 
Peter A. Gilbert '98 
Henry Charles Scholarship 
Teresa J. Pingitore '97 
Loran and Frances (Denman) 
Cornwell Music Scholarship 
Scott C. Pluff '99 
De Boer Family 
Scholarship 
Robert P. Elfline '97 
Michael S. Pechman '97 
Delta Omicron Award for 
Outstanding Musicianship 
Gerald K. Lee '97 
Alycia and Hans Fuchs 
Music Scholarship 
Rebecca A. Rincker '98 
Paul A. Funk Music 
Scholarship 
Lyndee E. White '97 
Knight Scholarship 
Brian T. Niebuhr '99 
Presser Foundation Award 
Gerald K. Lee '97 
Franz Schubert Society 
Scholarship 
Seth H. Keeton '98 
Sigma Alpha Iota 
College Honor Award 
Catherine E. Webb '97 
Sigma Alpha Iota 
Honor Certificate 
Shannon M. Winter '96 
Sigma Alpha Iota 
Patroness Scholarship 
1 st place: 
Kirsten M. Arnold '97 
2nd place: 




Heather D. Buffington '97 
NURSING 
Francis Alikonis Award 
Kara L. Coultas '98 
Deloris Helsley- Ascher, R.N., 
Scholarship 
Kara L. Coultas '98 
Erika M. Stahl '97 
Alumnae Association of the 
Brokaw Hospital School for 
Nurses Scholarship 
Diana J. Peterson '97 
Finfgeld Family Scholarship 
Katherine L. Quimby '98 
Patricia Giese Memorial 
Scholarship 
Jessica R. Krieg '97 
Illinois Masonic Scottish Rite 
Healthcare Scholarship Fund 
Bethany D. Smith '99 
Marcie M. Tempel '96 
Mary D. Shanks Scholarship 
Established by Upsilon Pi 
Alumni Chapter of 
Alpha Tau Delta 
Mollie F. Haddigan '97 
Sara M. Stevenson 
Memorial Scholarship 
Erik A. Sgariglia '99 
CAMPUS MEDIA 
Gamma Upsilon Awards 
In Honor of 
Professor w. E. Schultz 
General Performance 
David M. Brown '96 
Managerial Performance 
Brian K. Hoffmann '96 
POETRY 
Arthur William Hinners and 
Louise Hinners Sipfle Poetry 
Prize presented by The 
Academy of American Poets 
Caroline M. Pyevich '98 
Honorable Mentions 
Robert P. Elfline '97 
Kristine J. Jacobs '99 
INTERNATIONAL 
AFFAIRS 
Adlai Stevenson Award in 
International Affairs 
Junaid Ahmed '96 
Deborah L. Demchuk '96 
Christopher R. Durnell '96 
Phil Huckelberry '98 
Soe M. N aing '98 
Neal R. Vermillion '96 
BUSINESS 
Bank One Scholarship 
Lon R. Erickson '97 
Gloria Beabout Scholarship 
Patricia L. Zimmerman '97 
Central Illinois Chapter of 
the Institute of Management 
Accountants Outstanding 
Junior Award 
Sundeep V. Mullangi '97 
Commerce Bank 
Scholarships 
Katherine T. Hundman '98 
Craig A. Jacobs '99 
Theresa A. Melzer '97 
Todd G. Rozboril'98 
Farmers Insurance Group 
Aid to Education 
Scholarships 
Scott L. Westman '97 
GROWMARK Scholarship 
Karen M. Anderson '97 
Phi Gamma Nu 
Scholarship Certificate 
Sean T. O'Neil '96 
Phi Gamma Nu 
Scholarship Key 
Charles David Rudd '96 
Wall Street Journal Student 
Achievement Award 
Neil A. Rubenstein '96 
INSURANCE 
Bloomington- N ormal 
Insurance Association 
Janice E. Greider 
1995- 96 Scholarship 
Melissa K. Labandz '98 
Central Illinois Chapter of 
CPCU 
Kristin M. Stankus '97 
1996 RIMS Northeastern 
Illinois Chapter 
Scholarship Award 
Laura M. Ciszewski '97 




Patrick J. Crowley '96 
Andrew E. Russo M.D. 
Memorial Award 
Jay-James R. Miller '96 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Pi Sigma Alpha Award for 
Academic Achievement in 
Political Science 
Amy K. Stewart '96 
HONORARIES 
Alpha Kappa Delta 
International Sociology Honor 
Society 
Silvia Alba '96 
Richard M. Balcaitis '97 
Jill M. Calcaterra '97 
Cynthia A. Ciluffo '96 
Tricia A. Dailey '96 
Julie A. Durrer '96 
Robin N. Harms '97 
Lisa M. Henderson '96 
Jennifer L. Holt '97 
Kierke A. Kussart '96 
Shannon K. McManimon '98 
Rebecca A. Meyers '96 
Joseph D. Nelson '97 
Ellen D. Norton '96 
Megan L. Robison '97 
Leslie S. Schwartz '96 
Leann R. Swain '96 
David E. Weaver '97 
Alpha Lambda Delta 
National scholastic honorary 
society for freshman women 
Teri Allen '99 
Allyson A. Andrekus '99 
Heather L. Benoit '99 
Margaret E. Bergin '99 
Elizabeth A. Bickers '99 
Jaynanne C. Calaway '99 
Heather M. Carpenter '98 
Jennifer M. Clancy '99 
Sharon A. Coon '99 
Stacy M. Cornelius '99 
Melissa M. Cuff '99 
Elizabeth A. Curry '99 
Kristin E. Dolgin '98 
Catherine E. Dougherty '99 
Julie E. Fahlgren '99 
Erika L. Feiner '99 
Jennifer L. Fennell '99 
Bahati A. Fernandez '99 
Minari A. Fernando '99 
Stacey L. Fiene '98 
Virginia L. Flanagin '99 
Rebecca A. Frobish '98 
Kathryn S. Funk '99 
LeAnn L. Genzel '99 
Sheryl A. Glotfelty '99 
Abigail J. Godin '99 
Angela K. Goodenough '99 
Julie C. Guzowski '98 
Tara H. Heiden '99 
Angela M. Hemple '99 
Taryn L. Hettlinger '99 
Laura M. Holsen '99 
Tracey M. Hoover '99 
Tracy J. Hurdle '99 
Ann-Michelle Iwataki '98 
Christine H. Jolley '99 
Sara L. Kummer '99 
Marguerite A. Lamb '99 
Lisa A. Leali '99 
Cara J. Lewis '99 
Jean E. Malvik '99 
Macy R. Mayo '99 
Amanda M. McCabe '99 
Amber M. McCarthy '98 
Megan A. Mele '99 
Nicole M. Miller '99 
Anne B. Misner '99 
Karen A. Moe '99 
Sarah C. Moecker '99 
Amy E. Nagis '99 
Sarah J. Oncken '99 
Courtney N. Orlowski '99 
Melissa J. Pikul '99 
Christine R. Prather '98 
Elizabeth D. Raboin '99 
Joanna M. Reich '99 
Heidi B. Richardson '99 
Michelle E. Robb '99 
Julie M. Ryder '99 
Regina 1. Schopp '99 
Amanda R. Sebolt '99 
Kristen P. Senesac '98 
Rachel 1. Smith '99 
Alice P. Srinivasan '99 
Bridget M. Sundlin '99 
Joy M. Tassin '99 
T heresa M. Trost '99 
Christy A. Tucker '99 
Jennifer 1. Van Dyke '99 
Jill E. Wilkinson '99 
Renee H. Wiszowaty '99 
Angela 1. Young '99 
Tamara A. Zych '98 
Alpha Mu Alpha 
National marketing honorary 
for seniors 
Susan E. Brown '96 
Vinod 1. Cardoza '96 
Aimee A. Geiger '96 
Ellen D. Norton '96 
Neil A. Rubenstein '96 
Alpha Mu Gamma 
National foreign language 
honorary 
David J. Antolik '97 
Treva S. Bogaerts '97 
Margaret C. Bradley '96 
Sandy M. Burdett '97 
Julie A. Burger '97 
Vinod 1. Cardoza '96 
Elizabeth A. Cazel '97 
Karen 1. Cranston '97 
Pamela J. Drexler '96 
Christopher R. Durnell '96 
Joseph R. Ehler '96 
Kristi 1. Fowler '97 
Marina Giverts '96 
Lecia D. Gordner '97 
Amber N. Grace '96 
Andrea 1. Hampson '97 
Scott M. Harris '96 
Christopher K. Heina '97 
Jennifer 1. Holt '97 
Hasan Imam '96 
Jaime 1. Ingle '97 
Erica V. Johnson '96 
Wendy A. Kay '96 
Kirsten M. Keeley '97 
Jennifer 1. Kemp '97 
Sabina Khan '97 
Jill E. Martin '96 
Sarah K. Martin '97 
Monica M. Matzke '96 
Danielle M. Milas '97 
Erica 1. Moore '96 
Kimberly A. Nelson '96 
Keith R. Nugent '97 
Sean T. O'Neil '96 
Kari A. Oetzel '97 
Ann V. Pamperin '96 
Guerric S. Russell '97 
Leslie S. Schwartz '96 
Victor Simon III '96 
Joseph T. Skarbek '97 
Stephanie 1. Smith '97 
Maisa C. Taha '97 
Elizabeth 1. Weinstein '96 
Sarah A. Weinstein '96 
Kent D. Wolf '97 
Michal D. Zarnecki '96 
Alpha Tau Delta 
National professional nursing 
fraternity 
Yohana Y. Acosta '98 
Sandra K. Behrens '97 
Kara 1. Coultas '98 
Tiffany J. Fuchs '98 
Sara B. Green '98 
Leann M. James '97 
Rebekah 1. Kiefling '97 
Stacey 1. Lundeen '98 
Donna M. Makarowski '97 
Jill A. Milam '98 
Sara 1. Nance '98 
Katherine 1. Quimby '98 
Jamie 1. Richter '98 
Rebecca 1. Scoles '98 
Lisa M. Sechrest '98 
Emily A. Sellers '97 
Erika M. Stahl '97 
Meghan E. Staley '98 
Janelle 1. Stock '98 
Angela R. Thiessen '97 
Beta Beta Beta 
National honorary for biology 
majors 
Jeremiah S. Anders '98 
Carly A. Andersen '98 
Annabelle A. Apostol '98 
Trissa A. Babrowski '98 
Shailushi N. Baxi '98 
Mark A. Bobofchak '98 
David M. Collins '98 
Eric R. Diethert '96 
Jason R. Dinges '98 
Judith K. Eckerle '98 
Elizabeth A. Elsasser '98 
Amy 1. Farrell '98 
Rujuta R. Gandhi '98 
Jennifer 1. Garner '98 
Matthew R. Goede '98 
Bradley W. Graba '98 
Frederic H. Hollingworth '98 
Melissa S. Immel '97 
Brian P. Jokhy '98 
Mettisa R. King '98 
Jeffrey A. Klemens '98 
Kerry 1. Kogler '98 
Stacy 1. Koski '98 
Brian G. Litland '98 
Rebecca C. Marazas '98 
Joanna C. McCall '98 
Sara C. McGrath '98 
Darshan H. Mehta '98 
Jonathan M. Miller '98 
Kristofer J. Mitchell '98 
Laura M. Morris '98 Brian C. LoSasso '98 Jesse T. Boyle '96 
Paul M. Odland '98 Michael R. McMorris '97 Susan E. Brown '96 
Michael P. Paulson '98 Jeffrey D. Millies '96 Vinod 1. Cardoza '96 
Tanya M. Petka '98 Sharon 1. Schmeltzer '98 Faizal W. Chaudhury '96 
Benjamin W. Phillips '98 Tracy 1. Sorrentino '96 Lon R. Erickson '97 
Alison E. Presley '98 Jeffrey R. Froman '96 
Matthew M. Reichert '98 Kappa Delta Pi Gregory M. Gallagher '96 
Jean 1. Schoening '98 National honorary for junior and Michael T. Gentile '97 
Kristen P. Senesac '98 senior education students Diana Imaka '96 
Alan W. Shindel '98 Nicole E. Barrone '97 Hasan Imam '96 
Valerie M. Stach our '98 Elizabeth A. Cazel '97 Craig D. Isaacs '97 
George S. Tomecki '96 Karen 1. Cranston '97 Greg E. Jansen '96 
John J. Valentini, Jr. '99 Christopher J. Denman '97 Ashwin Kapur '98 
Heather D. Vanderberg '98 Kimberly A. Fryzel '96 Julieanna G. Lambert '97 
Andrew K. Wible '98 Lisa A. Grisolia '97 Michael A. Liang '96 
Troy S. Wildes '98 Andrea 1. Hampson '97 Amy A. Lindahl '98 
Kimberley M. I. Wirsing '98 Michelle 1. Hren '97 Laura 1. Lutz '97 
Kimberly M. Wright '98 Jennifer 1. Kemp '97 Laurel E. Martin '96 
Michele R. Lichtfuss '97 Anthony J. Moore '97 
Egas Emilly A. Linman '97 Sundeep V. Mullangi '97 
Local activities honorary for Gina M. Magnetta '97 Jean M. Mycynek '96 
senior women Dawn M. McGuire '97 Kimberly A. Nelson '96 
Gwendolyn M. Alexander '96 Kathleen M. O'Malley '97 Sean T. O'Neil '96 
Kirsten M. Arnold '97 Julie A. Randazzo '97 Anne F. Peterson '96 
Tina M. Beaird '97 Chad A. Ritchie '97 Ronald Lee Poehlman, Jr. '97 
Joey A. Breckunitch '96 Scott D. Robowski '96 Brett A. Roush '98 
Elizabeth A. Cazel '97 Victor Simon III '96 Charles David Rudd '96 
Kristi 1. Fowler '97 Joseph T. Skarbek '97 Elsie Yi Shen '96 
Sarah K. Haag '97 Pamela Stacey '96 Angela A. Smith '96 
Amy M. Kannegiesser '97 Tina M. Starkey '97 William J. Takahashi '96 
Jessica R. Krieg '97 Melissa A. Stecher '97 Ashley N. Wickrema '96 
Brandi R. Mann '97 Amy B. Steinkellner '97 Robert B. Wojtak '96 
Julie A. Randazzo '97 Sheryl D. Stevens '97 
Amy K. Shaub '97 Julie 1. U sner '97 Phi Alpha Theta 
Sarah B. Shive '97 Michael A. Votava '97 National history honorary 
Stephanie 1. Smith '97 Wendy 1. Wallace '97 Michael M. Alexander '96 
Erika M. Stahl '97 Gregory W. Watchinski '97 Robert N. Carney III '96 
Kristin M. Stankus '97 Michelle J. Weihs '96 Deborah 1. Demchuk '96 
Christina M. Sweeney '97 Melissa K. Wilmert '97 Elisa G. Fryling '98 
Amy M. Tenhouse '97 Kristen J. Witwicki '97 Jennifer H. Greenwald '96 
Julie 1. U sner '97 Emilly A. Linman '97 
Wendy 1. Wallace '97 Omicron Delta Epsilon Sean W. Masterson '96 
National scholastic honorary for Shannon K. McManimon '98 
Gamma Upsilon students of economics David J. Paul '96 
National honorary media society Tara Adige '99 Kerry A. Podzamsky '96 
Susan Hope Hoffman '98 Gwendolyn M. Alexander '96 Chad A. Ritchie '97 
Jeffrey A. Klemens '98 Melissa J. Attig '96 Samantha A. Sheetz '96 
Timothy J. Kummer '98 Leslie J. Ayers '97 Amy K. Stewart '96 
Amy M. Tenhouse '97 
Neal R. Vermillion '96 
Kristen J. Witwicki '97 
Phi Eta Sigma 
National scholastic honorary for 
freshman men 
Amit D. Bhate '99 
Benjamin B. Butler '98 
Michael Ryan Dehart '98 
Brian A. Emm '99 
Konstantinos T. Gavardinas '99 
Patrick J. Holly '99 
Phillip J. Klacko '99 
Richard W. Lindquist '99 
Daniel J. Maigler '99 
Jeremy D. Melick '99 
Anthony M. Merlie '99 
Chad M. Moser '98 
Benjamin J. Nelson '99 
Richard P. Niebrugge '99 
Joseph B. Norris '99 
Dathan A. Powell '99 
Thomas E. Purl '99 
Ryan L. Rader '99 
David A. Rehagen '99 
Bobby J. Reid '99 
Andrew B. Ritger '99 
Matthew B. Scales '99 
Ethan D. Schrum '99 
Wellesley E. Scott '98 
Steven R. Shadwick '99 
Jason G. Spoor '99 
Justin B. Taylor '99 
Michael J. Turner '99 
Christopher A. Wallace '99 
Michael C. Wandell '99 
Ryan D. Widmayer '99 
Phi Gamma Nu 
National professional fraternity 
in business 
Patrick A. Ford '97 
Shelley R. Grimes '97 
Allison L. Koch '98 
Daniel K. Lucas '98 
Michael R. McMorris '97 
Gregory R. Newton '97 
John M. Radzinski '97 
Jeffrey S. Sobek '97 
Pi Kappa Lambda 
National music honor society 
Christopher B. Frey '96 
Gerald K. Lee '97 
Harunosuke Morinaga '96 
Catherine E. Webb '97 
Shannon M. Winter '96 
Pi Sigma Alpha 
National honorary society for the 
study of politics and government 
Michael M. Alexander '96 
Jennifer H. Greenwald '96 
Jaime L. Ingle '97 
Paul A. Konczal '97 
Brett L. Ludwig '98 
Laura K. McRoberts '96 
Jennifer M. Pence '97 
Anne F. Peterson '96 
William J. Takahashi '96 
Amy M. Tenhouse '97 
Nathan Scott Youngren '96 
Psi Chi 
National honorary for 
psychology students 
James A. Bedrosian '97 
Traci M. Billman '97 
Christopher M. Bystriansky '97 
Todd D. Carlisle '97 
Milan E. Folkers III '98 
Terrance W. Gaylord '97 
Alexander L. Goldfayn '98 
Gretchen K. Groh '98 
Ann-Michelle Iwataki '98 
Mary E. Kern '97 
Amber M. King '98 
Jason A. Krebs '98 
Katie J. Larsen '98 
Jonathan P. Litwiller '96 
Joseph A. Mikels '98 
Cari D. Neal '98 
Jennifer A. Rohn '98 
Sara J. Russell '97 
Jeffrey P. Schroder '97 
Melissa A. Sprowl '97 
Valerie M. Stachour '98 
Sarah A. Weinstein '96 
Theta Pi Chapter of 
Sigma Theta Tau 
International Honor Society for 
Nursing 
Mollie F. Haddigan '97 
Leann M. James '97 
Tonya L. Khoury '96 
Jessica R. Krieg '97 
Amber S. Kujath '97 
Amy D. Miers '97 
Diana J. Peterson '97 
Wing Pun '96 
Matthew J. Riehle '97 
B. Grace Shull '96 
Erika M. Stahl '97 
Angela R. Thiessen '97 
STUDENT SENATE 
President 
Tricia A. Dailey '96 
Vice-President 
George S. Tomecki '96 
Secretary 
Melissa K. Labandz '96 
Treasurer 
Greg E. Jansen '96 
Parliamentarian 
Stephanie L. Smith '97 
Media 
Argus Editor 
David M. Brown '96 
Wesleyana Editors 
Timothy J. Kummer '98 
Sharon L. Schmeltzer '98 
WESN Managers 
Michael J. Davis '98 
Brian K. Hoffmann '96 
Chairpersons, Special Soccer -CCIW 1st team 
Campus Events Daniel J. Flood '96 Michael J. Alberts '97 
Homecoming Joseph E. Peck '96 Eric S. Hilderbrant '96 Robert B. Wojtak '96 Jason D. Jones '96 Laura A. Brockob '97 Swimming Garrett C. Larkin '97 Leslie J. Gracz '96 Timothy E. Peterson '96 Ed ward J. LeFevour '97 Theresa A. Melzer '97 Tennis John D. Munch '98 Family Day, Fall, 1995 Chad M. Moser '98 Jason C. Richards '96 Nicole M. Roth '97 Ryan M. Tusek '97 
Sarah B. Shive '97 SPECIAL AWARDS: -CCIW 2nd team 
Family Day, Spring, 1996 Baseball (1995) Lon R. Erickson '97 
Stacey L. Koski '98 -CCIW 1st team Nathan A. Hilding '96 
Jeffrey M. Burke '96 Chad E. Nugent '96 
MEN'S VARSITY Gerald A. Hannion, Jr. '95 Adam M. Slotkus '97 
ATHLETICS -CCIW 2nd team Jeffrey T. Zigmant '98 
John T. Feely '95 -CCIW Honorable 
Most Valuable Players Scott A. Hannion '95 Mention 
Basketball Aaron M. Koehlhoeffer '98 Jonathan H. Goldie '99 
Christopher M. Simich '96 Christopher B. Sorensen '98 Stephen C. Peterson '98 
Cross Country -All Central Region- Gregory B. Scott '96 
John H. Wilmas '96 2nd team Soccer 
Football (Defense) Gerald A. Hannion, Jr. '95 -Outstanding Leadership 
John D. Munch '98 Scott A. Hannion '95 Robert B. Wojtak '96 
Football (Offense) Basketball Swimming 
Ryan M. Tusek '97 -All-America 1st Team -Most Improved 
Golf (1995) Christopher M. Simich '96 Brian J. Fischer '99 
Brady M. Knight '96 -All-Midwest 1st Team -CCIW All Conference 
Soccer (Defense) Christopher M. Simich '96 George J. Burkhart II '99 
Joseph E. Peck '96 -All-Midwest 2nd Team Eric L. J ern '99 
Soccer (Offense) Bryan J. Crabtree. '97 Gerald K. Lee '97 
Jeffrey S. Sobek '97 -All-Midwest Honorable Richard James Mills '98 
Swimming Mention Peter J. Odland '99 
Peter J. Odland '99 Jonathan P. Litwiller '96 Joshua E. Osterberg '98 
Timothy E. Peterson '96 -CCIW 1st team Paul W. Thurston '98 
Tennis (1995) Christopher M. Simich '96 Tennis (1995) 
Chad M. Moser '98 -CCIW 2nd team -CCIW Champion at 
Track (1995) Jonathan P. Litwiller '96 #2 Singles 
Elliott M. N ott '97 -CCIW 3rd team Chad M. Moser '98 
Team Captains Bryan J. Crabtree '97 
Basketball Scott M. Peterson '96 WOMEN'S VARSITY 
Brady M. Knight '96 Cross Country ATHLETICS 
Christopher M. Simich '96 -Most Improved Runner 
Most Valuable Players Football Jonathan T. Brockman '99 
Jason D. Jones '96 Football Basketball 
Nicholas P. Peradotti '96 -GTE Academic All- Traci A. Butler '96 
Jason C. Richards '96 America Team Cross Country 
(1st team) Sarah J. Fincham '98 
Jason C. Richards '96 Soccer (Defense) 
Natalie H. Rauf '97 
Soccer (Offense) 
Kaye M. Galyean '98 
Softball (1995) 
Linda B. Borchew '96 
Swimming 
Amanda M. Costa '96 
Tennis 
Laura A. Brockob '97 
Laura S. Jacobs '96 
Track (1995) 
Sarah K. Haag '97 
Volleyball 
Elise H. LoBue '96 
Team Captains 
Basketball 
Traci A. Butler '96 
Kristen L. Schroff '96 
Soccer 
Nancy R. Gruber '96 
Soni E. Stake '97 
Rachel 1. Xidis '96 
Softball (1996) 
Linda B. Borchew '96 
Kristin M. Stankus '97 
Swimming 
Amanda M. Costa '96 
Tennis 
Laura A. Brockob '97 
Laura S. Jacobs '96 
Volleyball 
Elise H. LoBue '96 




Sara J. Seebruch'99 
--Best Defense 
Marguerite A. Lamb '99 
--CCIW 2nd Team 
Traci A. Butler '96 
Kristen L. Schroff '96 
-- CCIW 3rd Team 
Rebecca R. Anderson '96 
Jennifer J. Zagers '97 
Cross Country 
-- Most Improved Runner 
Amy L. Farrell '98 
Soccer 
--Outstanding Leadership 
Rachel I. Xidis '96 
Softball (1995) 
--Most Improved 
Keri A. Miles '98 
--CCIW All Conference 
Linda B. Borchew '96 
Lori K. Brown '95 
Jennipher R. Miller '96 
Jennifer L. Siron '96 
--Midwest All Region 
Team 
Linda B. Borchew '96 
Jennifer L. Siron '96 
Swimming 
--Most Improved 
Natalie H. Rauf '97 
--All Conference 
Amanda M. Costa '96 
Tennis 
--CCIW Champion at #1 
Singles 
Laura A. Brockob '97 
--CCIW Player of the Year 





Elise H. LoBue '96 
--Most Improved 
Tara H. Heiden '99 
--CCIW 1st Team 
Jill M. Ca1ca terra '97 
Elise H. LoBue '96 
--AVCA All 
Midwest Region 
Elise H. LoBue '96 
OUTSTANDING SENIORS 
Gwendolyn M. Alexander '96 
Jeremy C. Bozarth '96 
Kimberly J. Norton '96 
Christoper M. Novak '96 
Jeffrey E. Nowak '96 
David J. Paul '96 
Laura M. Chik '96 
Patrick J. Crowley '96 
Tricia A. Dailey '96 
Pamela J. Drexler '96 
James D. Erickson '96 
Carolyn M. Frus '96 
Amy L. Gebauer '96 
Diana Imaka '96 
Heather A. Lang '96 
Elise H. LoBue '96 
Jill E. Martin '96 
Elisabeth A. McNair '96 
Daniel L. Moore '96 
Anne F. Peterson '96 
Srinivasan Ramanuja '96 
Charles David Rudd '96 
Angela A. Smith '96 
Carl J. Summers '96 
Leann R. Swain '96 
Rachael L. Warren '96 
Chad E. Wills '96 
Shannon M. Winter '96 
Rachel 1. Xidis '96 
PAST HONOREES 
FOR TEACHING EXCELLENCE 
1960 William T. Beadles, Insurance 
1961 Wayne W. Wantland, Biology 
1962 R. Dwight Drexler, Piano 
1963 Elizabeth H. Oggel, English 
1964 Rupert Kilgore, Art 
1965 Dorothea S. Franzen, Biology 
1966 Joseph H. Meyers, English 
1967 Marie J. Robinson, Speech 
1968 Bunyon H. Andrew, History 
1969 Wendell W. Hess, Chemistry 
1970 Jerry Stone, Religion 
1971 Doris C. Meyers, Philosophy 
1972 John Ficca, Drama 
1973 Robert Burda, English 
1974 Max A. Pape, Sociology 
1975 Lucile Klauser, Education 
1976 R. Bedford Watkins, Jr., Music 
1977 Harvey F. Beutner, English 
1978 Frank D. Starkey, Chemistry 
1979 Fred B. Brian, Art 
1980 Sammye Crawford Greer, English 
1981 Jerry M. Israel, History 
1982 John D. Heyl, History 
1983 J. Robert Hippensteele, Biology 
1984 Larry M. Colter, Philosophy 
1985 Sue Ann Huseman, French 
1986 Bruce B. Criley, Biology 
1987 Michael B. Young, History 
1988 Emily Dunn Dale, Sociology 
1989 Pamela Buchanan Muirhead, English 
1990 Thomas A. Griffiths, Biology 
1991 Robert C. Bray, English 
1992 John D. Wenum, Political Science 
1993 Mona J. Gardner, Business and Economics 
1994 Paul E. Bushnell, History 
1995 James D. Matthews, French 
FACULTY 25 YEAR AWARDS 
Bruce B. Criley, George C. and Ella Beach Lewis Professor of Biology 
David M. Gehrenbeck, Professor of Music 
Thomas W. Streeter, Professor of Music 
